
 

MID-LIFE 
 
 When the priest looks at him and here.... he is a man with tzara’at, he is impure,  
 yes, “impure impure” shall the priest declare him... 
 
 
Damn. Another 3 a.m. flying dream. This time I’m on a cement slab 
hurtling toward overgrown lawns covered with large plastic pigs  
 
and spiked coat hangers. This is not what normal people dream. 
Awake, I tilt (Normal. Not normal. Normal. Not.) on a giant seesaw 
 
of guilt by association and realize: I might not really know  
what normal is. I am at the age of madness and must watch for signs. 
 
My dead – crazy bastards every one – left far too many clues,  
though not one legible note of instruction for navigating this crossroad.  
 
Minds taken in by spirals and whirligigs, Greek letters & prices  
of toilet paper, they wore the warp & woof of their affliction stoically.  
 
Seamlessly, one might say, and with understated finesse. Running off  
to Florida on a Tuesday-morning whim: in the realm of normal.  
 
Snapped-on pills for breakfast: mildly normal. Washing, washing  
again, again, again: undeniably normal. Refusing to shake  
 
the hand of strangers: undeniably normal (well, yeah – you never  
know who’s got what). With garments torn & heads made bare,  
 
they bob in and out of traffic, sit too close in restaurants, carefully  
chewing with electrode mouths, brought low by toxic desire. 
 
My dead have secrets. That much is abundantly clear. I listen for  
whispers of their generous madness, find they’ve come while I’m asleep.  
 
Bad timing is all I’ve got. That, and fingerprints left on the towels.  
No, I don’t shush them away: I’d lose the true nature of everything.  
 
If I don’t know what normal is, why not claim these people as kin?  
How else to name my own fine impurities and small derangements?  
 


